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Why is this important? 
  

�   First significant motor milestone                         

�   Allows exploration    

�   Develops postural control    

�   Preparation for functional movement 
  

Can assist with rolling by bending opposite knee (to the  

way you are going) and gently move it across midline to  

initiate the movement 
  

Encouraging independent rolling  - 

singing songs “and the little one  

said roll over, roll over!”    Putting toys out  

of reach 
  

Rolling over         

different materials    

  



 

 



 

 

  



 

 



 

 

Superman pose: reaching forwards with one  

arm or leg (or alternate arm and leg at same  

time). Try throwing bean bags in this position. 
  

Why is this important? 
  

�   Weightbearing through upper limbs develops upper body strength    

�   Alternating reaching with arms or legs challenges balance, weight transference  

and core stability    

�   This position is the starting point for crawling    



 

 

Tunnels 
    

Over different textures 
  

      Why is this important? 
  

�   
     Develops bilateral skills                   

�   Develops head control     

�   Builds upper body strength               

�   Allows  exploration of environment 
  

Commando crawling 
  

Encourage weight bearing through arms over therapy ball  - 

elevate hands on bench/cushion to increase weight bearing 
  

Using a motivator to encourage   

movement forwards 
  



 

 

Throwing/catching ball games    

Why is this important? 
  

�   Strengthens gluteal muscles (important muscle group for  

stabilising the pelvis and loading activities such as stairs) 
  

�   Develops core stability 
  

�   Transition movement into standing 
  

Playing skittles 
  

High kneeling playing at a  

bench  
  



 

 

Throwing/catching ball games    

                        Why is this important? 
  

�   Transitional movement into standing    

�   Develops balance and core stability    

�   Promotes disassociation of lower limbs    

Passing ball over  

and under leg x10  

Playing skittles 
  

Drawing/colouring at  

the wall 
  

Make sure you    

swap legs! 
  



 

 



 

 

Walking as much around  

school as possible 
  

Handhold to begin with and gradually  

increasing independence 
  

If a child has orthotic boots it’s  

very important they wear these  

to promote a more efficient gait  

pattern   

If a child has been provided with a  

walker this should be encouraged  

to be used on physio advice   



 

 

Why is this important? 
  

Being able to master gross motor skills such as running means that the  

brain, muscles, and nerves are functioning in sync. Running uses large  

muscle groups and integrates balance, coordination and strength.    

Being able to run also brings a sense of freedom, independence and joy.    

When a child first starts running  ex- 

pect to see some falls and compensa- 

tion e.g. wobbling legs and flailing  

Running relay  

races   

Traffic light group game: Running in  

big circle and shouting commands  

“red, yellow, green” red= stop yel- 

low=jog green= run    

Give lots of verbal  

feedback “slow down”  

“wait for me”   

Changing directions to  

make it harder!   



 

 



 

 



 

 

Initially walking up stairs ,  

two feet per step and  

holding on to rail  
  

Progress by walking up  

stairs alternate feet 
  

Obstacle course stepping over   

bench (with supervision) 
  

Step ups on a  

small step X10  
  

Why is this important?    

�   Builds lower limb strength    

�   Encourages reciprocal movement pattern 
  

�   Encourages independence    



 

 



 

 

                          Why is this important? 
  

  

�   Promotes reciprocal movements 
  

�   Builds whole body strength 
  

�   Improves proprioception (body awareness)     

Using climbing  

frame outside 
  

Soft play 
  

Climbing up hills 
  

Supervision is needed  

for climbing activities in  

school!   

Climbing over pillows and  

soft obstacles on floor 
  



 

 



 

 

  



 


